i) First we show that all the known algorithms for polynomial division can be represented as algorithms for triangular Toeplitz matrix inversion. In spite of the apparent difference of the algorithms of these two classes, their strong equivalence is demonstrated. (ii) Then we accelerate parallel division of two polynomials with integer coefficients of degrees at most m by a factor of log m comparing with the parallel version of the algorithm of Sieveking and Kung. The result relies on the analysis of the recent algorithm of D. Bini adjusted to the division of polynomials over integers. (Some known parallel algorithms attain the same parallel time but use zrn times more processors.) (iii) Finally the authors' new algorithm improves the estimates for sequential time complexity of division with a remainder of two integer polynomials by a factor of log m, m being the degree of the dividend. Under the parallel model, it attains Boolean logarithmic time, which is asymptotically optimum. The algorithm exploits the reduction of the problem to integer division; the polynomial remainder and quotient are recovered from integer remainder and quotient via binary segmentation. (iv) The latter approach is also extended to the sequential evaluation of the gcd of two polynomials over integers. 0 1986 ACTdemic Press. Inc.
INTRODUCTION

The Problem
It can be easily shown that the classical problem of polynomial division with a remainder (that is, the problem of computing the coefficients of 'the quotient q(x) = EfZd qix' and of the remainder r(x) = EyLd rixi of the di-vision of two polynomials, s (x) = X$0 SiXi by t(x) = Cy+, tiXi, s, , t, # 0, m I n, k = m -IZ + 1) is equivalent to the evaluation of a prescribed number of the first coefficients of the formal power series S(X) = s(x)/t(x), where s (x) and t(x) are the two above polynomials or, more generally, are two formal power series in x; it is also easy to show that those problems are equivalent to the triangular Toeplitz matrix inversion; see Section 2 below. There are several known algorithms for the above problems, which we recall in Section 3. In this paper we analyze all these algorithms and estimate their computational cost under the customary (sequential and parallel) models of computation (see the definitions of these models in the first paragraphs of Section 3 (arithmetic circuit model) and Section 5 (Boolean circuit model) and compare Borodin, Cook, and Pippenger (1983) and Borodin, von zur Gathen, and Hopcroft (1982) . While the arithmetic complexity of polynomial division has already been well understood, we found substantial improvements of the known Boolean complexity bounds. Specifically we devised a new algorithm, which decreased the known bounds on the Boolean time complexity by a factor of log m (in the sequential case). In the parallel case this means the (asymptotically optimum) logarithmic Boolean time. Our main results are outlined in Sections 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4.
All Known Polynomial Division Algorithms Are Strongly Equivalent to Triangular Toeplitz Matrix Inversion Algorithms
We begin with analyzing the available algorithms for polynomial division and triangular Toeplitz matrix inversion and estimating their computational costs. We also arrive at the following unexpected result of our study: for all the known algorithms for polynomial division, we indicate their modifications in the form of algorithms for triangular Toeplitz matrix inversion. The latter algorithms arise rather independently of (sometimes more elegantly and naturally, we think) and look quite different from their polynomial division counterparts. It was rather surprising to discover, however, that actually the algorithms of these two classes are absolutely identical to each other; that is, all the values computed by a polynomial division algorithm are exactly the same as all the values computed by its Toeplitz matrix inversion counterpart.
An Improvement of the Computational Complexity Bounds via the
Analysis of a Known Algorithm The computational complexity study sometimes helps us to appreciate some known algorithms. This was the case with our analysis of the algorithm of Bini (1984) and Schonhage (1982a) . That algorithm performs on the level of the record estimates for the arithmetic complexity of the problem but involves some large parameters, so we could expect only inferior Boolean complexity (bit-complexity) estimates. Surprisingly though, our error analysis has shown that the application of that algorithm in the case where all the coefficients si, tj are integers leads also to the record Boolean complexity estimates comparing with other known algorithms. Specifically, the algorithm of Bini (1984) and Schiinhage (1982a) shares the sequential Boolean time record, 0 (dm log ~tl log d log log d), with the Kung-Sieveking algorithm (Knuth, 1981, pp. 514, 656) and gives the improved parallel case bounds of O(log d log (dm)) parallel Boolean steps and O(dm log d log log d) processors. Here and hereafter d = O(m log(ti) + log(2Mm))
(1) fi = I( t Ilm = max I ti (.
OliSn
For comparison, the Sieveking-Kung algorithm uses log m times more steps (and log m times fewer processors), Reif's (1984) algorithm uses order of m times more processors and as many steps as are used in Bini (1984) and Schiinhage (1982a) ; the bounds of other known algorithms (Bini and Pan, 1984, 1985; Borodin and Munro, 1975; Eberly, 1984; Knuth, 1981) are similar or worse (see Table I in Section 1.4). To be fair, the Sieveking-Kung algorithm has some advantage of not involving large intermediate values unless the output values are large; the case where the outputs are large, however, is quite general, as is shown by our analysis in Section 10.
We consider this generally interesting to investigate effectiveness of fast algorithms that are unstable according to the customary criteria of numerical analysis. The algorithm of Bini (1984) and Schiinhage (1982a) certainly belongs to that class of algorithms so Bini suggests using interpolation in order to refine the computed approximations and to obtain the exact solution, This, however, increases the number of processors about m-n times. (Some partial stabilization applying "partial interpolation" and using a constant number of processors has been studied by Codenotti (1983) , who also presents quite extensive error analysis of Bini's algorithm, but Codenotti's work implies no new complexity bounds for polynomial division.) The results of our present analysis show, however, that in the case considered the precision of the computation by Bini's algorithm does not have to exceed the precision required in order to represent the outputs, so we do not need to stabilize that algorithm at all. This conclusion relates our present work to works of Bini, Capovani, Lotti, and Romani (1979), Pan (1980; 1981a, b; 1982; 1985a) and Schonhage, (1982a) , where similar approaches were developed. In particular in Pan (1984, Sects. 23-25, 30; 1985a, Sect. 6) , the numbers of bit-operations involved in some algebraic algorithms (for matrix multiplication and inversion and for solving a system of linear equations in the cases of integer inputs) were estimated; furthermore it was suggested that the resulting estimates be used in order to measure the stability of those algorithms. Such a measure can be called the Boolean stability measure, which is more refined than the customary condition number.
Estimating Boolean time, we must bound the size of the input values (of the input coefficients), so we assume that they are integers (in the case of real or complex coefficients we would have arrived at the infinite Boolean time). However, our Boolean estimates characterize general stability of the algorithm, which is a property invariant in the choice of the class of coefficients (integers, real or complex). Thus complementing the arithmetic complexity estimates (equally valid over complex, real, and integer inputs), with the Boolean complexity estimates (assuming integer inputs) we arrive at a more complete characterization of the arithmetic algorithms also in the case of real and complex inputs.
The Boolean stability measure is particularly important in the study of the so-called any precision approximation algorithms. That class of algorithms includes the algorithm of Bini (1984) and several well-known algorithms for matrix multiplication; see (Bini et al., 1979; Pan, 1984) . The bit-operation count in Pan (1984) and in the present paper shows that such algorithms can be quite effective in spite of their apparent instability. We hope that more results of this kind will follow from the analysis of some unstable but fast numerical and algebraic algorithms and that this will eventually attract the users to those algorithms in spite of the presently high cost of multiprecision computation.
Further Improvement of the Boolean Complexity Bounds via
Devising a New Algorithm In this paper we also present a new algorithm, which improves the known Boolean time bounds for polynomial division over integers by a factor of log m in sequential model. In the parallel case we arrive at the (asymptotically optimum) logarithmic time bound. For comparison we present the new and the previous Boolean complexity estimates together in Table I , where d is defined by (1)) b(d) = d log d log log d.
The bounds of Table I associated with the first three algorithms (classical Sieveking-Kung, Reif) follow from the known arithmetic complexity bounds (see Table II of Section 3, below), and from our sharp upper bound on XfZJl qi 1 of Lemma 2, Section 7. The estimates associated with the Bini-Schonhage algorithm are derived in Sections 7-9. The new algorithm and its Boolean cost are studied in Sections 11-14; that algorithm reduces polynomial division to the division of binary integers and uses the binary segmentation approach to interpolation to a polynomial with bounded integer coefficients; compare Fischer and Paterson (1974) , Pan (1980 , 1985a ), and Schijnhage (1982a , Unlike all other known algorithms for polynomial division, this algorithm seems to resist attempts to devise it as a triangular Toeplitz matrix inversion algorithm, although it can be applied to the latter problem to establish the new record Boolean time bounds for its parallel and sequential solution. Also unlike other polynomial division algorithms, this algorithm does not apply to the cases where the input coefficients are real or Algorithm complex; in that case the algorithms of Kung and Sieveking and Bini and Schonhage give the best arithmetic complexity bounds (see Table II in Section 3). We, may, however, approximate real inputs with finite binary values, turn those binary values into integers by scaling, apply our new algorithm, and finally scale the outputs to recover an approximate solution to the original problem.
Extensions of the Results and of the Methods
As we have already mentioned, all the algorithms for polynomial division with a remainder are equivalent to (and thus can be extended to) the algorithms for the division (with no remainder) of two polynomials and of two power series so our improvement of the known algorithms for polynomial division can also be applied to both of those problems.
In Section 15 we also show how the approach of Sections 11-14 can be extended to computing the greatest common divisor (gcd) of two polynomials s (x) and q (x) over integers. That extension leads to a probabilistic algorithm, which computes the gcd (within a constant factor) using O(gm log2(gm)log log(gm)) Boolean operations where g = O(m log(m + log(M + fi))) with probability converging to 1 as m + 03, even in the case where the gcd is a polynomial of positive degree. Here M, & are defined in (2). This bound lies on the level of the best complexity bounds known for that problem (Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman, 1976; Brent, Gustavson, and Yun, 1980; Moerck, 1973) .
Interpolation by binary segmentation should have further applications as a substitution for customary interpolation techniques (widely used in numerical computations). Practical application of binary segmentation greatly depends, of course, on the availability of practically effective methods for multiplication of long integers (compare Schiinhage, 1982a).
Contents
We organize the paper as follows. In the next section we state the problems in the equivalent polynomial and matrix versions. In Section 3 we list the three known algorithms for polynomial division and display the upper estimates ,for their computational cost. In Section 4 we demonstrate three triangular Toeplitz matrix inversion algorithms and demonstrate their strong equivalence to the algorithms of Section 3. In Section 5 we introduce a model of study of approximation algorithms. In Section 6 we outline the approximation algorithm of Bini (1984) for triangular Toeplitz matrix inversion and show its strong equivalence to the polynomial division algorithm of Schiinhage (1982a) . In Sections 7-10 we estimate the cost of that algorithm under the Boolean model of parallel computation. In Sections 11-14 we present our new algorithm, estimate its cost, and prove its validity. In Section 15 we study the evaluation of the gcd of two polynomials over integers. In Section 16 we comment on the binary segmentation approach to polynomial interpolation .
THE PROBLEMS OF POLYNOMIAL DIVISION, OF POWER SERIES DIVISION,
AND OF TRIANGULAR TOEPLITZ MATRIX INVERSION
In this section we state the problem in five equivalent versions. PROBLEM 1. Given the coefJicients of two polynomials s(x) = X:50 six', t(x) = 220 tix', s,, t,, # 0, $nd the coe@cients of the quotient q(x) = EE<" qix' and of the remainder r(x) = X7$' rixi such that
If q(x) is available, then r(x) can be immediately computed for the price of multiplication of t(x) by q (x) and subtraction of the result from s(x) . If r(x) is available, then we may compute q(x) via the evaluation of d-4 = (SC-4 -r(x))lW in k = m -n + 1 Fourier points, x = wi, i=O, 1, . . . , k, w is a primitive kth root of 1, gk = 1, wi # 1 if 0 < i < k, with subsequent interpolation; compare Pan (1985b) . This gives q(x) for the price of the forward and inverse FFTs at k points and of k divisions. PROBLEM 2. Compute qo, . . . , qmen, ro, . . . , rnel such that
It is easy to observe the equivalence of Problems 1 and 2 to each other. Furthermore it is sufficient to solve the first k = m -n + 1 linear equations of (4) for qmen, . . . , qo, then (3) immediately defines ro, . . . , rnPl.
The first k equations of (4) form a triangular Toeplitz system, so the equivalent Problems 1 and 2 are reduced to Problem 3 of the inversion of the triangular Toeplitz matrix T of that system.
In the sequel we designate
We need the following simple fact.
FACT 1. V = T-' is a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix whoseflrst column V = [Uiy i = 0, 1, . . . , k -I] is the coefficient vector of the polynomial V(z) of (5).
Proof.
The k coefficients of V(z) coincide with the k coefficients of the k terms of the smallest degrees of T-'(z) = ZEp=, uizi and therefore coincide with the k coefficients of the k terms of the largest degrees of ?/t(x) = XL qiXh-' for an integer h and for t(x) and T(z) related via (5). This immediately implies Fact 1 (choose h = m and compare (4) and (5)).
Q.E.D.
Fact 1 implies that Problem 3 is equivalent to the following problem. When Problem 3 or Problem 4 has been solved, the coefficients q,,,-,,, . . . , q0 can be computed as the entries of the product T-'s or as the leading coefficients of the polynomial product V(z) Xcn=n SiZimn. (Here and hereafter s denotes the vector [s, , s,,,-], . . . , s,,]~, wT denotes the transpose of w.) The latter product can be computed via FFT If we compute only the coefficients of the CJ (x), we may truncate the polynomials s(x) and t(x) to the k = m -12 + 1 leading terms for this will not change the output (of course, we do not truncate t(x) at all if k 2 n). Similarly we may truncate each of s(x) and t(x) to the h leading terms if we need to solve Problem 5 of computing the h leading coefficients of the formal power series 6(x) = s (x)/t (x), where s(x) and t(x) are formal power series of the form
and h is positive. In particular s(x) and t(x) are polynomials ifs, = tg = 0 for all negative g. (We may replace x by 1 /z, multiply s (1 /z) by z"' and (1 /z) by z", and arrive at the equivalent problem of the division of the formal power series S(Z) = z"s(~/z) = EL0 Sm-iZ' by T(Z) = z"t(l/z) = EE=, tn-iz'; compare (5)).
The output is, of course, invariant in such a truncation, as well as in the multiplication of both of or each of s(x) and t(x) by monomial x8 for any g. In particular, multiplying s (x) by xtiern and t(x) by xh-' and truncating the two resulting power series to the first h + 1 terms (which turns them into two polynomials s *(x) and t*(x) of degrees m * = 2h and n * = h, respectively), we may reduce Problem 5 to the equivalent Problems l-4 because the coefficients of the quotient of the division (with a remainder) of s *(x) by t*(x) equal the h + 1 leading coefficients of 6(x). Thus our solution of Problems l-4, presented in the next sections, can be immediately extended to the evaluation of the formal power series equal to the quotient of two given polynomials or of two given power series.
Problem 5 can also be equivalently represented by the infinite triangular Toeplitz system of linear equations, which generalizes (4) in that the remainder-vector is removed from (4) and the two other vectors and the matrix are infinitely continued down (the matrix is also infinitely continued to the right). For a given h we may compute the values qm-,, , q,,,-,,-I, . . . , q,,,-n-h+i satisfying that infinite system via the truncation of that system to the first h linear equations. These h equations amount to Problem 2 if the notation has been properly adjusted.
ALGORITHMS FOR POLYNOMIAL DIVISIONANDTHEIR ARITHMETIC
COMPUTATIONAL COST
Next we recall three known algorithms for Problems 1 and 4 and estimate their cost in terms of the numbers of arithmetic operations, parallel steps, and processors used. We will assume that the computation is over the field of complex constants and that in the parallel model at each step each processor may perform at most one arithmetic operation (+, -, *, /); compare Borodin, von zur Gathen, and Hopcroft (1982) .
Three Algorithms (i) The classical polynomial division algorithm can be found in Knuth (1981, p. 402 ).
(ii) The Sieveking-Kung algorithm (Borodin and Munro, 1975, p. 95; Knuth, 1981, pp. 514, 656) evaluates V(z) (see (5)) by the truncation of the power series computed by Newton's method applied to the equation f(z) = c-' -T(z) = 0 t o b e solved for the power series 5 = r(z). In this case the Newton iteration takes the form of the recurrence
i=O, 1,. . . , (6) where @') = t(')(z), i = 0, 1, . . . , is a sequence of polynomials in z, @') = 1 /t,, . The z-free terms of the power series T-'(z) and of the polynomial @O'(z) coincide with each other. It is also easy to verify (Borodin and Munro, 1975; Knuth, 1981 ) that the first 2' coefficients of the polynomial t"'(z) coincide with the first 2' coefficients of the power series T-'(z) for all i; that is, each iteration (6) doubles the number of correct coefficients in the approximating polynomial [(')(z) (iii) Reif's (1984) method makes use of (5) and of the formulas
The computational cost of these three methods is given in Table II .
For comparison we include here also the any precision approximation algorithm of Bini (1984) and Schonhage (1982a), which we discuss in Sections 6-10. To be consistent, we assume that all the algorithms only evaluate the coefficients q,,,-", . . . , q. of g(x) and do not compute the coefficients ro, .0(k) 0 (log 9 O(k) . . . ) r,-r of the remainder r(x). If we required that rot . . . , r,-I be evaluated too, then the complexity of the classical algorithm would increase to 0 (A) operations, 0 (k) steps, and 0 (n) processors, and the complexity of other algorithms would increase by the cost of multiplying t(x) by q(x) (for instance, via FFT) and of subtracting the resulting polynomial from S(X).
Remark 1. If the integers m and n are such that n < k, then the matrix T is a band matrix with bandwidth IZ + 1. In this case the system Ts = q, where s = [s,, . . . , s,JT and q = [qk-i, . . . , qOIT, can be solved in a different way, that is, by considering T as a bidiagonal block matrix and applying block back substitution. This way the number of operations is reduced to O(k log n) if n < k, that is, in the general case to O(k log min{n, k}).
THE MATRIX VERSIONS OF THE ALGORITHMS OF SECTION 3
Next we present our matrix versions of the three algorithms of the previous section. Those algorithms in matrix and polynomial versions compute exactly the same intermediate and output values, so the apparent difference between the two versions is actually reduced to the ways of devising and presenting the same algorithm.
(i) It is immediately verified that the classical polynomial division algorithm (for computing q(x)) can be rewritten as the back substitution stage algorithm of Gauss elimination for the subsystem of the k first linear equations of (4).
(ii) The Sieveking-Kung algorithm is equivalent to the divide-andconquer method applied to the evaluation of the triangular Toeplitz matrix T-' (Borodin and Munro, 1975, p. 146; Lafon, 1975) . Namely, let & be the 2" x 2h Toeplitz matrix, where h = [log2 kl, whose first column coincides with the first column of T on the first k entries and is filled with zeros elsewhere. Then T-' is the k X k leading submatrix of T,'; Tkl is computed via the recursive inversion of all its leading submatrices of sizes 2' X 2' for i=o, 1,. . .) h, according to the formulas Here Z, T;' are 2' X 2' leading triangular Toeplitz submatrices of & and Th', respectively, so T,?l is defined by its first column Vi+1 = [VT, (-T;'WVi)yT, Vi denotes the first column of T;'.
Comparing (6) and (7) we note that the evaluation of the leading 2' coefficients of the polynomial product p (i) = -T(z)(") (other coefficients of 1 + /A@ are zeros) is equivalent to the evaluation of the matrix-vector product gi = -wVi and the evaluation of the coefficients of the polynomial product $')(l + pci)) is equivalent to the evaluation of the matrix-vector product T;'gi.
(iii) The matrix version of Reif's method takes the form (Bini and Pan, 1985b The solution to Problems 1 and 2 can be computed approximately with any prescribed precision using the algorithms of Bini (1984) (for Problem 2) and of Schiinhage (1982a) (for Problem 1). Our inspection in the next section will again shown that these two algorithms turn out to be the same algorithm, only described differently by Bini and Schonhage. Due to the approximation character of these algorithms, it is appropriate to measure their computational cost under the Boolean circuit model counting the number of Boolean operations in the sequential model and assuming in the parallel model that each.processor at each step performs at most one Boolean operation; compare Borodin, Cook, and Pippenger (1983) and Borodin, von zur Gathen, and Hopcroft (1982) . We will estimate such a Boolean complexity (also called the bit-complexity) assuming that the input and output coefficients are integers, so it is sufficient to compute each of them with the absolute error < 1 and then to round these outputs to the nearest integers. This will turn the approximation into the exact solution.
Remark 2. If all the input coefficients are integers, the assumption t, = 1 is no loss of generality. Indeed, if tn # 1, divide tfjs (x) by t(x), which gives the polynomials tiq (x) and ttr (x) with integer coefficients, then recover 4 (x), r(x). Our asymptotic complexity bounds will not be affected.
APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM (DESCRIPTION)
In this section we recall and reexamine the algorithm of Bini ( 1984) ) which relies on the following known fact.
FACT 2. The lower triangular Toeplitz matrix T of thejrst k equations of (4) can be written as the matrix polynomial T = ZE;"tn+Hi, where H = [hv], hi+l,i = 1, h, = 0 ifi f j -1, te = 0 ifg < 0.
( Bini (1984) relies on a similar representation of an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix; this implies some minor differences between the algorithm of this paper and Bini's algorithm). Now replace H by H, = [@'I such that h\:',,, = 1, hi;! = l k, h, = 0 otherwise. Hereafter let E be positive but sufficiently small, so the matrix T, = EyZJ tn-iHL is nonsingular and approximates to T = To with arbitrarily small precision; also T;' approximates to T-' with arbitrary precision. T, can be inverted fast using the matrix equation T;' = D;';nHD-'flD, (Bini, 1984) . Here and hereafter D, = Diag(1, E, E', . . . , ek-'); fl = [d/v'%] (where i, j = 0, 1, . . . , k -1) is the k X k Fourier matrix; o is a primitive k-root of unity; D = Diag&, b,, . . . , bk-1) is such that b = [bi] = X'% Lno,t, where t is the first column of T. Here and hereafter WT and WH denote the transpose and the Hermitian transpose (transpose conjugate) of a matrix W, respectively; in some cases (say for b and bi) we omit the subscripts and superscripts E to simplify the notation. Bini derives a similar expression for the matrices approximating to an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix; (8) can be either obtained from the equation (T:)-' = D,i-U-'fiHD;' of I'r oposition 2.1 of Bini (1984) by the transposition of the matrices of that equation or derived similarly to that equation.
The inverse matrix V, = T;' is defined by its first column v, (see Bini, 1984) , that is, by the vector 
In the Schonhage (1982a) version, formula (8) is expressed in terms of Cauchy's integral and the components of the vector T-'s are the first k coefficients of the Laurent series, 6(x) = s (x)/(x'-' t (x)) = q. + ql/x + 42/x2 + * * . (in our notation); so 1 qh = 2rri I Ix(yl s(x)xh-'/(x'-'t(x)) dx, h=O,l,....
Schonhage assumes that m = 2n and the Cauchy integral is approximated with an integral sum qh (E) with the nodes at the points Xi = E-'w~, i = 0, 1, . . . , k -1. Let us compare this computation with the evaluation by means of (10). Schonhage's assumption that m = 2n enables us to simplify the comparison. To extend that comparison to all pairs m, n, we would have exploited the observation that computing the first h + 1 coefficients qo, ql, . . . ) qh of S(n), we may truncate s(x) and t(x) to the first h + 1 terms.
Schijnhage ( 
We rewrite (11) that is, the vector /3 coincides with the vector b of (9) and a/G equals the vector flD,s (see (lo)), so that the quotients 6(Xi) = oi/pi give the components of the vector A.& D-'OD,s (see (10)). Moreover (12) Substitute the above expressions for 6(Xi) and arrive at the equation which coincides with (10) provided that q(') = q,.
APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS. BOOLEAN COMPLEXITY ESTIMATES
In this and in the next sections we estimate the Boolean complexity of inverting an integer triangular Toeplitz matrix T with ones on its diagonal relying on the algorithm of Bini (1984) and Schonhage (1982a) . We need to choose E that keeps the approximation error of that algorithm below 4. Similarly the number d of binary digits in the operands of the algorithm should be sufficiently large to assure the rounding error < 4. (We should minimize d under that assumption.) These two bounds imply that the absolute output error is < 1, so we obtain the integer matrix T-i via rounding its approximation. Hereafter we will assume that E and a are some powers of 2, so the multiplications by E and V% amount to the shifts of the radix point performed exactly (with no error). This assumption simplifies our analysis but it is not necessary for deriving our final asymptotic estimates. The error analysis presented in the next section gives us the following lemma. In that lemma and hereafter, we use the notation (1 W 11, for the l-norm of a matrix W (see Atkinson, 1978; Conte and de Boor, 1980;  or the next section). Lemma 1 immediately implies the following corollary. We use the following well-known estimates (Knuth, 198 1; Savage, 1976) . We also need the next lemma, which we prove in Section 10.
LEMMA 2. For all polynomials s(x), t(x) with complex coeficients, C~ZJ I qil 5 (1 + N/t,)k-l IX;"=, I siI/t". Moreover, for some S(X), t(x) the equality holds in the above. Here N = max{l t,, I, I tn-r 1, . . . , I tznem I}, ts=oifg<o.
Remark 3. Since the bound of Lemma 2 is sharp,
[(k -l)log2(N + 1) + log2(Mk)l-bit precision is generally required in order to represent the output coefficients of q(x), where M is defined in (2).
Using Corollary 1, Proposition 1, and Lemma 2, we arrive at the following asymptotic estimates (see Remark 2 of Section 5). 
PRELIMINARIES FOR THE PROOF OF LEMMA 1
To prove Lemma 1 we use the notation of Section 6 and Eqs. (8) and (9). We also use the customary definitions and some elementary facts of numerical analysis (these facts can be found in the undergraduate textbooks of Atkinson (1978) and Conti and de Boor (1980) ; compare also the classical text of Wilkinson (1965) ). For a vector a = [ai] and a matrix W = [wV], we will use the vector norms I( a 111 = I& I a; 1, (I a 112 = (Xi I ai j*)l/* and the associated matrix norms, 11 Wllh = max.+o (I Wa 1111/11 alb, h = 1, 2. The next proposition summarizes some well-known properties of the matrix and vector norms. PROPOSITION 2. (Atkinson, 1978; Conte and de Boor, 1980; Wilkinson, 1965) . mylail 5 llall2 5 IbIll, IIDiagh, b2, . . . , h)IIh = ","IbjI, h = 1, 2.
We will also use the following auxiliary results. PROPOSITION 3. (Atkinson, 1978, p. 425) . IflIT Q.E.D. i=o Proposition 4 bounds the approximation error of computing V = T-' using (9). Since the total output error estimated in Lemma 1 is the sum of the approximation error and the rounding error, it remains to estimate an upper bound on the rounding error of the evaluation of v, using Eqs. (9) and assuming the floating point computation with the precision of d binary digits. Presenting the auxiliary estimates for the round-off errors of an arithmetic operation in the next proposition, we will apply the customary notation fl(h) for the output of the floating point finite precision computation where h (in the parentheses) stands for the output of the infinite precision computation; compare Atkinson ( 1978, pp. 19-20) . In the sequel we also use the notation i in place of fl(h). The next proposition can be alternatively viewed as a part of the definition of fl(h). PROPOSITION 5. (Atkinson, 1978, p. 20) . fl(a(op)b) = (a(op)b)(l + S), 16 I 5 2-d, where (op) stands for an arithmetic operation (+ , -, *, or /) peeormed with d binary digits.
We also need the following fact. PROPOSITION 6. (Gentleman and Sande, 1966) . Let Q = Cl or Q = fiH, k be a power of 2, and the d-digit pouting point computation of Q b be pelformed via FFT at k points. Then NQW = Qb + f(b), 1) f(b) 112 5 2-d4(k)ll b lh 4(k) = 8.5kti log2 k.
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
We compute v,, the first column of T;', in the three following stages (SW (9))7
(1) compute b = fl fD,t, We deduce from the latter equation that I( e 112 5 l (II 5112 + 2-dW)ll 5 112).
In order to obtain upper bounds on I] ~~11~ and II I! 112, we shall derive a lower bound on (6, ( for all i. We recall that bi = XfZJ o"Jtn-j and derive that Therefore we arrive at the bounds t < IbiI < 5, (1% provided that E < l/(21] ~11~). H ere aft er we will assume that 2-d has been chosen small enough that ) 3/i I < $ ; then (15) will imply that d ) hiI = Ibi + 3/i/ > $1 (16) PROPOSITION 7. IIDct IL 4 3 and I nI < $ if E < 1/(4ITII1) ad if > logz(6fi 4(k)) = log,(5lk log* k).
Note that under the latter bound on E, II&t II2 5 Ilm II, < 1 + E/I Tll, < 3. Therefore 1) yllz < 2-d4(k)ti
(3) (see stage 1* and Proposition 6)) so 1 yi ( < 4 follows from the assumed bound on d.
Equations (13), (15), (16) and stages 1* and 2* imply that II5112 5 Td -4 + 811 rllzl~ 5 4 * 2-d(l + w4~)llmll2)
so, under the assumptions of Proposition 7, 115112 5 4. 2-dtl + 3W)).
We also derive from the relations of stage 2* and from (16) that 11 tI12 % 4(1 + 2-d) < 5 for d > 2.
(18)
Combining (14), (17), (18) and Proposition 7 we deduce that, under the assumption of that proposition, the norm of the rounding error vector e is bounded as follows, (IelI < ~'-%~(4 + 17+(k)).
Substitute here the bound on 4(k) of Proposition 6 and obtain that Ilel(2 < •'-~2-~(4 + 144.5%'% log k).
The latter relation and Propositions 2 and 4 immediately imply Lemma 1.
PROOF OF THE SHARP UPPER BOUND ON THE NORM OF THE
COEFFICIENT VECTOR OF THE QUOTIENT Let us prove Lemma 2 of Section 7; that is, let us prove the sharp bound II T-l III 4 (1 + WnY-'h, where the equality is attained for the matrix T such that t,, = 1, ti = -N otherwise. In terms of polynomials, this is the case where m 5 2n, S(X) = x"', and t(x) = X" -N XL' xi; we could equivalently obtain the same sharp upper bound (1 + N/t,)k-'/tn on the moduli of the coefficients of the quotient. We will assume that t, = 1, for it suffices to consider the division of 
FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF THE COMPLEXITY BOUNDS
In this section we state our improved complexity bounds for polynomial division (supported by our new algorithm to be presented in the next sections).
We use the following definition. DERNITION 1. For a polynomial u(x) = Xi UiXi define its coefficient vector u and its norms, /uII, = max; Iuil, JIuI/I = Xi Iu;l. Now we may state our result. THEOREM 2. The coefJicients of the quotient and of the remainder of the division of two polynomials with integer coeficients, s (x) by t(x), t(x) being manic, can be computed using 0 (b (gm)) operations or 0 (log* (gm)) parallel steps, 0 (b (gm)) processors or alternatively 0 (log(gm log(gm)) steps, I (gm)O(') processors under the uniform Boolean circuit model of computation;furthermore 0 (log(gm)) steps, 5 (gm)'(') processors su$'ice under the P-uniform Boolean circuit model of Beam, Cook, and Hoover (1984) . Here b (gm) = gm log(gm log(gm), m is the degree of s (x), g = [log,(l + (1 s llm + ((N + W'll s II* + WIl~))l~ (19) and N is dejned in (2).
We may assume that g = O(d), log(gm) = O(log d) (see (l)), so b(gm) = O(mb(d)), d an we arrive at the bounds presented in the bottom part of Table I. 
THE OUTLINE OF THE NEW ALGORITHM
In this section we outline our algorithm supporting Theorem 2. Algorithm 1.
(i) Set x + 2*, where g is defined by (19). (ii) Compute the binary integers qX and r, , the quotient and the remainder of the division of the two integers s(x) by t(x).
(iii) Reinterpret qX and r, as polynomials in x = 28 with integer coefficients lying between 0 and 28 -1; recover those coefficients segmenting the binary numbers qX and r,.
(iv) Recover the integer coefficients of the polynomials q(x) and r(x) from the coefficients of the polynomials qX and r,.
In the next two sections we specify stages (iii) and (iv) and prove the validity of Algorithm 1.
CORRELATION BETWEENINTEGER AND POLYNOMIAL DIVISION (STAGE (iv))
For an integer X, we defined two integers qX and r, as the quotient and the remainder of the division of the integers s (x) by t(x) . 
By the definition of integer and polynomial division with a remainder (Knuth, 1981) ,
deg r(x) < n,
Equations (20), (23), (24) imply that 0 5 t(x)1 qX -q(x) 1 = 1 r,r(x) I < 2t (x). Since qX and q(x) are integers, it follows that I qXq(x) I equals either 0 or 1. If qX = q(x), then (23), (24) imply that r, = r(x) 2 0 and we arrive at (21). Otherwise lqX -q(x)1 = 1, so 1 r,r (x> I = t(x). Applying (20) and (23) we obtain that -r(x) = t(x) -r, > 0 and arrive at (22).
We will recover the polynomials q(x) and r(x) from the polynomials qX and r, at stage (iv) of Algorithm 1 using (21) if deg r, < n and using (22) if deg rx = n. We need to show that (20) holds for x = 25 this will immediately follow from the next result. Since r(x) = s(x)t(x)q (x), Lemma 2 implies that lIUllm 5 llSllm + ((Iv + l)k-111411 + olltll~ (26) if u = t -r or u = t + T. Now Proposition 9 immediately follows from the next simple fact (Householder, 1970, p. 70) .
FACT 3. For a real polynomial u(x) = uhxh + ---+ ulx + u. with ~0 > 0, let u = maxOcich 1 ui/uh I"", x > 1 + u. Then U(X) > 0.
INTERPOLATION BY BINARY SEGMENTATION(~TAGE (iii))
Propositions 8 and 9 show that qX and r, are polynomials in x for all integers x satisfying (25). In principle we may compute qX and r, for several such x and obtain the coefficients of qX and r, by interpolation. The next simple result shows that binary segmentation enables us to recover the coefficients having a single node of interpolation. COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 10, the coefJicients uo, * ' ' , uh can be computed from given g, u,*, . . . , ut using O(gh) Boolean operations or 0 (1) parallel Boolean steps, 0 (gh) processors.
Equations (19), (21), (22), and Lemma 2 imply (27) for u(x) = qX and u(x) = r,, so indeed we may use Proposition 10 to perform stage (iii) of Algorithm 1.
EXTENSIONTO COMPUTINGTHEGREATESTCOMMON DIVISOROFTWO POLYNOMIALS OVER INTEGERS
Let us show how the approach of the latter sections can be extended to computing the greatest common divisor, gcd(s (x) , t(x)) , of two polynomials, s(x), t(x), over integers. Pclynomial d(x) is said to be a divisor of a polynomial u (x) over integers if u (x), d(x), and u (x)/d(x) are polynomials with integer coefficients. This defines the unique greatest common divisor, gcd(s(x), t(x)), f or any pair s(x), t(x) of polynomials with integer coefficients . Analysis of the subresultant algorithm (Knuth, 198 1, p. 4 lo) , leads to the following results (pp. 410, 414).
FACT 4. For any pair of polynomials s(x), t(x) with integer coef$cients, (i) the absolute value of any coeflcient of gcd(s(x), t(x)) cannot exceed Km+"(m + l)""(n + 1)"12; (ii) (gcd(4.4, t(x))c = s(x)q(x) + t(x)p(x).
Here q(x), p(x) are polynomials with integer coefJicients, c is an integer constant, 1 c 1 5 (K"'+"(m + l)""(n + l)m/2)2n, cw K = mdl s IL T II t ILI~ m = deg s(x) I n = deg t(x).
Hereafter, for an integer x let gcd(s, , tx) denote the gcd of the two integers s, = s(x) and tx = t(x). Then surely the value of the polynomial gcd(s(x), t(x)) at x divides gcd(s,, t,); Fact 4(ii) implies that gcd(s,, t,.) divides the value of the polynomial (gcd(s(x), t(x))c at x, so we arrive at the following result. PROPOSITION 11. d, = gcd(s,, t,)/gcd(s(x), t(x)) is an integer and d, divides c, so Id,1 I ICI.
Fact 4(i) and Proposition 11 imply that we may compute the coefficients of the polynomial d, gcd(s(x), t(x)) if we compute gcd(s,, tX) for x = 2g (where g is a sufficiently large integer) and then apply Proposition 10; specifically it suffices to choose g = 1 + rlogzld, I + (m + n)logz K + (n/2)logz(m + 1) + (m/Wog2(n + 1)l.
The sequential Boolean time needed in order to compute gcd(s,, tz) is O(gm log'(gm)log log gm) (Knuth, 1981, p. 598) ; other steps of the algorithm do not cost more than that, so we arrive at the following result. THEOREM 3. For any pair of polynomials s(x), t(x) with integer coeficients, gcd(s (x), t(x)) can be computed within a constant factor using O(gm log2(gm)log log(gm)) Boolean operations where g, m are dejined by (29), (30).
Remark 4. The standard techniques for the recovery of gcd(s (x), t(x)) from d, gcd(s (x), t(x)) can be found in Knuth (1981, p. 408) .
Equation (28) only implies the upper bound of the order of mn on log\ c I and hence on log21 d, I (see Proposition 1 l), which in turn implies the complexity bound of order of m*n in Theorem 3 (in those orders we ignore polylogarithmic factors).
Finally let us try to derive a probabilistic bound of smaller order of magnitude on log21 d, I and consequently on the asymptotic complexity of the entire algorithm. Here we do not merely assume that the input polynomials s(x) and t(x) have random integer coefficients, say uniformly distributed in a fixed interval, for in that case Probability(gcd(s(x), t(x)) = 1) + 1 as n + cc (see Knuth, 198 1) . We will assume that we deal with those exceptional but practically interesting cases where gcd(s(x), t(x)) may have positive degree. We note that 4 = gcd(s,*, t,* 1, (31) where s,*, t,* denote the integer values at an integer point x of the two polynomials, s*(x) = sb)/gcd(dx), t(x)), t*(x) = t(x)lgcd(s(x), t(x)).
The gcd of the two latter polynomials is 1 by their definition. Now we let x = 28, g = 1 + 2r(m + n)log, K + (n/2)logz(m + 1) + (m/2)logz(n + 1)1 (32) and assume that s,*, t,* are random integers, say uniformly distributed in an appropriate interval depending on g; since s,* divides s, and tz divides tX , we have that
Then it can be shown (Knuth, 1981, p. 595) . that lim,, Probability(l gcd(s,*, t,*) I < 2g) = 1. Therefore (31) and (32) imply that, with the probability converging to 1, the term log21 d, ( of (30) does not contribute to the total asymptotic complexity estimate of Theorem 3, so we may decrease that estimate to 0 (m' log@ + m)log2(m + log K)log log(m + log K)) with probability converging to 1. Here is another argument leading to the same conclusion. Since d, divides c, d, = gcd(s,*, t,*, c), ldxl 5 IgcW, 41. S ince c does not depend on x, the inequality log21 gcd(t,*, c) 1 > T(m + n)logz K + (n/2)logz(m + 1) + (m/2)logz(n + 1)l may hold only for a very sparse subset of the set of integers x; that is, it may hold only with small probability for x defined by (32). Furthermore, for control we may repeat our polynomial gcd computation over integers choosing new x (say increasing g of (32) by one or by two and so on) and/or replacing s (x) , t(x) by the pairs of the reversed polynomials S(z) and T(z) of (5) or of the "shifted" polynomials s,,(x) = s(x + h) and th (x) = t (x i-h) for some integers h (also we may use the pairs of the shifted reverse polynomials &(z) = (z + h)"s(l/(z + h)) and z(z) = (z + h)"t(l/(z + h))); the resulting gcd's should coincide with each other within constant factors with probability converging to 1. The coefficients of gcd(s (x), d(x)) can be easily recovered from the coefficients of gcdbtb), G(Y)) via the reverse shift of the variable x = y -h using polynomial multiplication (Aho, Steiglitz, and Ullman, 1976; Schonhage, 1982b) , because U(X) = EEO UiXm implies that u(x + h) = IS& (E:j"=r uih'-'i!/(j!(i -j)!))xi. The latter equation also shows that the upper bound on the coefficients of gcd(s (x + h), t (x + h)) grow little compared with the upper bound on the coefficients of gcd(x(x), t(x)), so only a small increase of g of (32) will be needed, due to the shift.
HISTORY AND PROSPECTS OF BINARY SEGMENTATION
The idea of using segmentation of binary integers for multiplying polynomials with 0 and 1 coefficients was proposed by Fischer and Paterson (1974) , extended to the case of arbitrary binary coefficients (allowing negative and/or noninteger coefficients) by Pan (1980) , to multiplication of matrices, vectors, and Gaussian integers by Pan (1984 Pan ( , 1985a , and to the integer matrix inversion by Pan (1985b) . A. Schiinhage (1982a, b) applied that approach systematically to other polynomial operations but has arrived at inferior results for polynomial division. Our present work may motivate further exploration of that approach and the efforts for devising practically effective algorithms for division of long integers; compare Schonhage (1982a) . Note that the new algorithm cannot be applied in the case of real or complex input coefficients.
